
 Name: Ng Pak Ho, Marcus             Class: 6B Group 2 

An old man and a wizard 
 
 

Once upon a time, there was an old man who lived alone in 

a forest.  One day, he was walking in the forest. 

 

 

There was a wizard.  Suddenly he waved his magic 

wand at the old man.  The old man turned into a mouse. 

 

 

 

The mouse was walking in the forest sadly.  He wanted 

to turn into a man again.  Luckily, he saw the wizard again.  

The wizard was sleeping.  The magic wand was glowing.  

The old man took the magic wand.  He waved it and turned 

himself into a man again.  He was happy. 

Teacher’s comment: Good use of adjectives and adverbs.  You 

organized your ideas in a clear way.  Keep up the good work! 



Name: Pun Tsz Hin, Osborn             Class: 6B Group 2 

My Self-introduction 
My name is Pun Tsz Hin, Osborn.  I am a boy.  I have 

short hair, small eyes and a small nose.  I wear a pair of black 

glasses.  I am eleven years old.  I live in Sai Ying Pun.  I 

study in Li Sing Primary School. 

I am a polite, helpful and smart boy.  I am calm, caring 

and careful but sometimes I am cowardly and impatient.  I am 

good at Mathematics because I can do sums fast.  My hobby 

is swimming so I joined the swimming team at school with my 

classmates and I practise swimming every day.  I usually go to 

the public library with my younger sister and my mother.  I 

like reading English story books. 

I want to get into St Louis School.  I like this school 

because it has good reputation.  Also, it has a spacious school 

campus.   

 

 

 

 

 

Teacher’s comment: Well-organized and clear elaboration!  

Keep up your good work!  Well done! 



Name: Ng Hei Man                    Class: 6B Group 2 

My dream job 
I want to be a fashion designer because I like designing 

beautiful clothes.  If I become a fashion designer, I will design 

a lot of clothes when I grow up.  Fashion designers need to be 

creative and hard-working so that they can design different new 

clothes for people. 

I think this job is suitable for me because I can design a 

lot of beautiful clothes for my friends every now and then. 

I also want to be a dessert chef because I like eating 

dessert.  If I become a dessert chef, I will make different 

delicious desserts for people.  Dessert chefs need to be 

hard-working and creative.  They need to read many cook 

books.  I think I am capable for this job. 

I want to be a fashion designer or a dessert chef when I 

grow up.  I will work hard to fulfill my dream. 

 
Teacher’s comment: A good piece of writing.  You present your 

ideas clearly.  Well done!  I think you will be a successful 

fashion designer or a dessert chef in the future. 

 


